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Bluetooth® Wireless Music Transmitter

Mini-jack TX4
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power.

Technical Data:

The Miccus® Mini-jack TX4 is designed for dual
transmission of high quality, low latency APT-X
audio streaming. The Mini-jack TX4 can be
plugged into any audio output source such as PC,
iPod®, tablet, home stereo, TV, CD or DVD
player using its built-in swivel jack. Pair the Minijack TX4 with up to Two Bluetooth® receiving
devices at a time!

Introduction

battery.

to stereo audio output.

Getting Aquainted

If contents are missing or damaged, contact the
merchant or contact us at support@miccus.com

Contents of Package:
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“Pairing” is establishing a wireless connection
between the Miccus® Mini-jack
TX4
transmitter and any compatible receiver. The
Mini-jack TX4 supports dual pairing and

Pairing the Mini-jack TX4

flashes.

flashes.

Turning the Mini-jack TX4 On/Oﬀ

hours of play time.

during charging.

Mini-jack TX4.

Charging

the second device is paired, turn the first
device back on and it will automatically
reconnect to the Mini-jack TX4. The TX4’s

off indicating a paired connection.
4. To pair a second receiving device, power
off both your first paired device and the
Mini-jack TX4 then follow pairing directions

mode.

mode, press and hold the multi - function

receiver, headphones or speaker systems.

The Mini-jack TX4 will pair with the Miccus®

transmission; it can transmit to either one or
two Bluetooth® receivers simultaneously.
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computer, or other compatible
source.

Playing Music

audio

Please refer to your phone or device's
documentation for instructions on how to put
your device into pairing mode.

automatically reconnect.

be powered off. To re-connect simply
power on both the Mini-jack TX4 and your

does not reconnect your first device to the
dual pairing, it is recommended to start the
entire process again.

for audio to reconnect. In such cases, if

devices may require the user to press the

turned down or muted.

Mini-jack TX4 is plugged into your device’s
correct stereo output.

TX4 will send your music wirelessly to any
compatible receiving device.

flash slowly, indicating a connection.

paired with the Mini-jack TX4 and that the
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The connection between the Mini-jack TX4
and receiver is established once the pairing
process is complete, the connection can break

Troubleshooting

Visual Indicators

If the Miccus® Mini-jack TX4 won't hold a
charge, has trouble powering on, is operating
erratically, won’t pair with a previously paired
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transmitters and will not pair with the Mini-jack
TX4.

receiving device.

4. Make sure you are trying to pair the Mini-

both devices.

receiver.

If for any reason the Miccus® Mini-jack TX4
does not re-connect or transmit audio please

re-establish connection.

specific time and the device is in sleep mode

turned off or must be recharged.
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If your question is not answered via the
support page, feel free to email us at support
@miccus.com; please include a product name

support.

Support

will power on TX4 again.

will cycle through a power on, and a pairing

device,or is otherwise non-responsive, it may
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there is no guarantee that interference will not occur
in a particular installation. If this equipment does
cause harmful interference to radio or television
reception, which can be determined by turning the
equipment off and on, the user is encouraged to try
to correct the interference by one or more of the

to provide reasonable protection against harmful
interference in a residential installation. This
equipment generates, uses and can radiate radio
frequency energy and, if not installed and used in
accordance with the instructions, may cause harmful

with the limits for a Class B digital device, pursuant to

received; including interference that may cause
undesired operation.

FCC Information
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conjunction with any
transmitter.

other

antenna

or

uncontrolled environment. This device and its

for compliance could void the user authority
to operate the equipment.

Changes or modifications to this unit not

Warning:

technician for help.

- Increase the separation between the equipment and
receiver.
- Connect the equipment into an outlet on a circuit
different from that to which the receiver is
connected.
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group companies and may be registered in one
or more jurisdictions. Made in China to Miccus
specifications.

and used under license. The aptX® mark and

iPhone® and iPad® are trademarks of Apple,

